
Kitta Aleph Notices 

 

We are so excited for our Chaggigah Ha’Siddur on Thursday 30th January. 

Please keep practising your lines with your children at home. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Learning This Week 

We have had a very exciting week in Kitta 

Aleph. Rehearsals are under way for our 

Chaggigat Ha’Siddur. The children have 

been learning all their songs and 

practising very hard. We have been 

learning all about how plants grow and 

what seeds need to be able to germinate. 

The children are able to explain the growth cycle of plants and explored 

how different circumstances, like location and climate may affect the 

growth. The children planted pepper seeds in soil, watered them and left 

them by the window. The children could not believe their eyes when the 

seeds grow magically overnight into enormous peppers! The children 

describe this as a miracle and as a gift from Hashem! Their enthusiasm 

lead to a morning of child initiated learning, where they lead their own 

learning. The children drew pepper pictures using their art skills, used junk modelling to recreate a giant 

pepper, wrote recipes and instructions and even used the peppers to make salads and pizzas. The children 

decided that they had share the news with the world and so scripted and filmed a news broadcast to report on 

the great Yavneh pepper miracle!    

 

Literacy 

In Literacy this week, we read our new book The Enormous Turnip. The children 

listened and were able to give their opinion on the story. We used the story to learn 

about adverbs of time, including firstly, finally, meanwhile, next etc. The children 

sequenced the story and used these time adverbials to describe the order of events 

in sentences. We used hot seating to ask and answer questions to the characters in 

the story, which really helped us when we were using interviewing in our news 

broadcast. The children made sure that their questions were relevant to the story.  

 

Maths 

Our Maths work this week has looked at making ten with a bead string and linking that to 

using the ‘make ten’ strategy. We also explored the mathematical symbol equals (=). We 

learnt that symbol = means ‘is equal to’ and used this to balance equations. The children 

worked independently to investigate what equations balanced using balancing scales and 

resources. We then looked at pictorial representations of two equal equations and finally 

to end our week we used our knowledge of balancing to solve problems.  
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